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Volupté (Pleasure), 2015. Oil, spray paint and acrylic on canvas. 100 x 155 cm / 39 x 61 in.

Backslash is delighted to announce the first solo exhibition of work by French-Iranian artist Sépànd Danesh, whose paintings employ a measured and subtle iconography 
to tell us constantly changing tales.

His childhood memories of Iran, his family’s flight to France when he was only twelve, the need to adapt to a new culture, primarily by learning a new language and new 
alphabet, leaving him haunted by the written word and the act of writing; these are all elements that offer the artist a refuge. Recollections of his early years provide 
inspiration for the paintings he creates today. He tells stories using symbolic objects he ascribes with a meaning known only to himself. In contrast to Western 
iconography and the strict rules that govern it, he gives each object a meaning that originates in his own language, as though he feels the need to create his own 
alphabet or his own vernacular with the power to express his plural culture, a culture that is a single entity, a whole born of a meeting between East and West.

At the heart of his approach is the corner, a recurring element throughout the series of works. The corner holds the promise of a return to childhood, with the idea of 
punishment, of a place for reflecting on mistakes and mentally putting them right – and a place where the artist ‘stores’ everything, as though to protect the objects from 
getting lost. But the corner’s verticality also evokes notions of fall and elevation, as the idea of a place for imposed contemplation produces an intellectual ascent. A 
corner brings us face to face with ourselves; we can only flee by turning away from our reflection.

As a student, Sépànd Danesh encountered very different approaches to art as espoused by his two teachers, Giuseppe Penone then Philippe Cognée, particularly in 
terms of painting and the artist’s relationship to objects. He sometimes uses 3D software when preparing to create his pieces. Everything is in its proper place, the paint 
looks spotless. However, when you look closer, you can see the flaws left by the artist, embodied in a certain form of fragility and occasional traces of overpainting.

Sépànd Danesh was born in 1984 and studied at the National School of Fine Arts in Paris and Academy of Fine Arts in Helsinki. He was discovered at the Salon de 
Montrouge, and his work has been shown at the 5th Marrakech Biennale, Institut de France and La Vitrine am. His on-going project, « Ombre de mémoire » (Shadow of 
Memory), recently appeared at the Musée d'art contemporain du Val-de-Marne as part of the « Chercher le garçon » (Search for the Boy) exhibition.

In addition to his solo exhibition at the gallery, Backslash will be delighted to devote its booth at Drawing Now art fair to his drawings series « Encyclopedia of 
Imagination ».
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